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Abstract:

•Different materials in mixed 
pixels affect accurate 
classification
•Mathematics to solve mixed 
pixel problem
•Characterization by spectral 
signature and fraction area
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Background: Hyperspectral 
unmixing

•Total spectrum of 
mixed pixel is sum of 
individual 
endmembers 
identified spectra and 
fractional abundance
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Motivation for the study:

•  
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Research questions:

•Will different extraction 
algorithms identify the 
same endmembers for a 
given number of endmembers?

•How would differences in 
extracted endmember affect 
abundance estimates?
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Enrique Reef in La Parguera 
southwestern Puerto Rico:
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Methods:
Unmixing algorithms from Hyperspectral Imaging Processing Toolbox on MATLAB

1 countEndmembersHFC:
Computes the number of endmembers in the data set

2 nfindr [4]: Nearest finder

3 ppi [2]: Pixel purity index

4 fippi: Fast iterative pixel purity index

5 estimateAbundanceLS:Estimates individual 
fractional abundances per endmember



Qualitative results:

nfindr: ppi fippi:
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1 sand 1 unknown 1 deep water?

2 reef flat 2 mangrove 2 mangrove

3 mangrove 3 reef flat 3 mangrove?

4 reef flat? 4 sand 4 unknown

5 sea grass 5 sand? 5 reef flat

6 deep water 6 deep water 6 ???
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Summary/Conclusions:
•fippi identified 5 endmembers
•Extractions had similar signatures for sand, 
water, and sea grass
•nfindr show more accuracy based on 
available reference data for Enrique Reef



Summary/Conclusions:
•Reef flat and mangrove identifiable
•Inaccurate abundances between sand, water, 
sea grass
•Remaining endmembers from extractions 
could not be comparable
•Unprecise extractions lead to inaccurate 
abundances



Future work:

•Perform quantitative comparisons to reference 
data or other images for endmember signatures 
and abundances

•Evaluate similarities, differences, and limitations

•Use results to determine which extraction 
algorithm performs best
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